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Urban type bass synth, combining traditional synthesis with subtractive synthesis to create a new hybrid synth, but with the most vintage tonality in the synth world. You can find 7 waveshapes, 3 oscillators, a unison synth, a good selection of modulation matrix destinations, LFO and the classic phase distortion synth and a great sound that can fit into most styles. It's very flexible and the sounds
and waveforms are designed for both line and pad situations and use and this sounds even better when paired with a PDP11 compressor. It's also very versatile as it can be used as a stand alone unit, but I'm even more excited about the ability to use it with my other synths as they will be able to utilise the phase distortion waveshape as well as the sync osc. Phase distortion is my favourite type of
synthesis and this synth has phase distortion, the oscillators are noise based and traditional, with a modulation matrix in a modern style and some special effects. It has a master volume control to take care of the mix and stereo effects. ProjectX1 Specifications: 15 oscs with real synths sounds included. 7 waveforms for each of the 3 oscillators, with the option of unison oscillator which contains
3 waveforms. 3 filters, with LP and HP mode. 4 ADSR and 2 LFO modes. 2 phase distortion osc. 2 FM oscs with 7 waveforms included. 2 mod matrix/mod matrix destination outputs. 1 bass boost. 2 LFO's with host sync. 1 tube amp. ProjectX1 Features: Phase Distortion - It's one of my favorite synth types and is very nice with Urban bass lines. Vintage Sounds - There's 4 oscillators and a lot
of different waveshapes for different sounds. Synchronous Oscillator - It's like an additive synth and comes with 7 waveforms. Oscillator / Unison - The unison has a great variety of waveforms. Oscillator Glide - There's a glide switch. Pitch Envelope - There's a pitch envelope. Voltage Controlled Oscillator - There's a voltage controlled oscillator and you can choose from 8 waveforms.
Additive Synthesis - There are 3 oscillators and a unison synth with 3 waveforms. Modulation Matrix - There's 24 modulation matrix destinations and they can be automated with a host sync LFO.
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**************************************************************************************** The keymacro is an advanced digital keypad to control the synth. The keypad can be displayed in any mode that allows you to see what is active, so you can view and edit your settings without having to use the onboard controls. The keypad has a 0.25 sec activation time, so you can set
up custom macros which can be played either with a chord or with one parameter. You can enter a quick test to make sure it works before you save and exit. If you press the back button then that macro will be saved and you can later view the current settings on the keypad and edit it. You can also load presets or save your own presets onto the keypad. There are 4 modes in the keypad: MODE
1 is for a complete macro; the song will start and end in that mode, so you can trigger it with a chord (play the macro as a chord). MODE 2 will trigger the macro if the keypad is in that mode and it is pressed (eg. a key is pressed). MODE 3 will trigger the macro if the keypad is in that mode and it is held (eg. a key is held). MODE 4 will trigger the macro if the keypad is in that mode and it is
pressed/held and it is released (eg. a key is released). You can play a whole song by using all 4 modes. Some macro examples include: SEND A CUE 122400 That macro plays a cue on the 12th fret of the G string and for 1224 seconds. SET SYSTEM SYMPHONY That macro sets the synth's oscillator to the big multimode waveform for the whole song. PLAY MY NEW SONG That macro
plays the currently saved preset. REST That macro plays the current midi song in the keypad. Save Macro That macro saves the current macro and exits the macro editor. Delete Macro That macro deletes the currently displayed macro. Switch Mode That macro switches the current mode. Show Keypad That macro shows the current keypad mode. Set Mode 1 That macro sets the current mode
to mode 1. Set Mode 2 That macro sets the current mode to mode 2. Set Mode 3 That macro sets the current mode to mode 3. Set Mode 4 That macro sets the current mode to mode 4. Show Mode 1 That macro shows the 77a5ca646e
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Don't expect this bass synth to be a stand alone bass masterpiece,it's basically a monophonic beast but it does offer a lot and is usable as an add on bass synth to other instruments, it's a versatile bass synth that could make a great simple synth lead too. ProjectX1 Schematic: Features: 3 oscillators, 1 unison oscillator Subtractive, fm, phase distortion synthesis 2 filters, LFO, 2 ADSR's, mod
envelope generator, 2 modulation matrix's with 24 possible destinations with the option of signal inversion Tube amp with adjustable clipping hardness, bias, power supply regulation, clipping and/or crossover distortion Synth can be loaded via midi or host automation 3 main modes of operation are FM, phase distortion and FM+phase distortion with a mix knob to get more level from either
oscillator. In pseudo stereo mode you can control left and right levels via seperate sliders in the master section in the top left of the synth, also in this section there is retrigger, velocity switch, master level and glide The first filter has Low Pass or HP operation and has an analog/digital emulator, bass boost, Q tap and clear/furry options, the 2nd filter acts more like a basic eq and is in a fixed
mode of operation. Phase distortion and FM osc's are available with bender via the included patch bay There is no oscillator sync on the 2 filter osc's The synth can be loaded via midi or host automation The synth has 2 types of envelope Decay and attack Volume There is an addition patch bay, one for each filter (midi in) Added dynamic range with in bender Increased retrigger speed Default
patch bays Host controller 14 presets All sounds can be edited via midi 8 of the 14 presets are available in addition to all of the presets The built in oscillators, filters, LFO's, modulators and envelope generators can be midi mapped The oscillators are synchronised There is a mixer patch bay The included osc and filter bank can be set as mixers There are separate patch bay for osc's and filters
The synth can be left open or closed The frequency analyser can be read out as a midi note or played in note mode Additional misc features Just add it, it's not a million miles away from the sf1 and

What's New in the?

The Unison is an Octave Up Monophonic Synthesizer. It has 2 oscillators with an ADSR envelope generator, and 2 filters. You can have the synth tune up to 13 octaves, and choose between one oscillator or the other. If you have programmed your keyboard, then you can switch the bass between the oscillators. Features: An octave up keyboard with a custom sound profile designed for Urban
Bass sounds and patterns. The preset sound profile is stored in the synth, allowing you to easily change between different presets. With the Omni Tuning Keys you can quickly switch between the oscillators and the filters. There are 2 filters, the Clean and the High pass. You can add a bit of distortion to the sound, just like a tube amp. The ADSR envelope can be modulated using LFO or MIDI.
A master level control in the top left of the synth gives you full control of the sound. You can add reverb, chorus and equalizer into the mix. The EQ section comes with a stereo signal path. The LFO is host synced and has a special function. It can be started and stopped. The LFO can have a number of waveforms, plus a clear, square and saw wave. You can use the LFO to cycle through all the
waveforms in the waveform bank. The LFO speed, shape and waveform can all be modulated. Usage: You can load your own preset, choose your own sounds from the waveform bank. Or, the synth comes with over 600 sounds to use. Price, images and specifications are subject to change without prior notice.Christmas Special Offer is only available on New Year's Day (24th December) "I own
both the Xmplorer and the Voyager. I prefer the Voyager because it feels less brittle in my hand. The XMplorer requires more handling due to the weight. But it sounds just as good and has a more refined interface, so to me, it's the best of both worlds. Both are great synths but the XMplorer is in a class of its own. The audio editing software is just as good as the Fruity waveform editor for the
Voyager and the pricing is a fraction of the price." The Voyager is an all digital monophonic synthesizer. It features 2 oscillators, a filter, envelope generator, envelopes, a modulation matrix, LFO, a USB interface, and a sound design section. It has a 28 bank waveform section and 12FX lead waveform section. Description: The Voyager is an all digital monophonic synthesizer. It features 2
oscillators, a filter, envelope generator, envelopes, a modulation matrix, LFO, a USB interface, and a sound design section. It has a 28 bank waveform section and 12FX lead waveform section.
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System Requirements:

Supported video cards: - NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1080, 1070, 1060, 1060 Max-Q - NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1080 Ti - NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1060 6GB - NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1060 3GB - NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1050 - NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 950 - NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 850 - NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 750 - NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 745 - NVIDIA®
GeForce® GTX 740 -
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